
The Ecological History of European Forests,
K.J. KirbyandC.Watkins,eds. 1998. ISBN0-85199-
256-0 (cloth US$95.00). 373 pp. CAB International,
198 Madison Ave, New YorkNY 10016-4314, USA.
- I did not choose to review this book because of the depth
of my expertise in its subject. Although I have studied tree
ecophysiology at the University of Cologne, Germany, my
interest inecological history is thatof an amatuerwhoteaches
an undergraduate ecology course at a liberal arts college. I
chose to read and review this text to indulge this interest and
to familiarize myself with the breadth of possible subjects and
techniques in this relatively new discipline of ecological
history. I am glad that I did.

Kirby and Watkins have skillfully edited 26 papers,
mostly from the International Conference on Advances in
Forest and Woodland History held in 1996 at the University
of Nottingham, into a single volume which covers a broad
spectrum of specific topics. Their Introduction provides a
helpful synopsis ofthis diversity, emphasizing methods for
studying the historical ecology ofwoodland,broad trends in
European woodland history, interactions of grazing animals
and woodland, variations in woodland, and uses ofwood-
land history to help detennine conservation priorities. The
geographic scope ofthe subjects ofthe 26 papers ranges from
Britain to Hungary and from Denmark to Spain. One paper
even addresses the development and dynamics ofagricultural
parks-in West Africa.

What I most appreciated about this volume was the
variety oftopics addressed, and the interdisciplinarity ofboth
the individual papers and the whole collection. Some papers
were strictly historical in their perspective; others explored
the role of past mana-gement practices on the ecology of the
woodlands. One paper used tbssil trees to providing insight
into past climate. Still others used the lessons of history to
suggest best practices for the future conservation and man-
agement of European woodlands. Most chapters illustrated
the interdiscipl inarity ofthis tleld as they used techniques as
varied as pollen analysis. dendrochronology, archaeology,
\\'ritten records. oral records. direct observations. and GIS.
The tleld ofecology is broad by nature. but we scientists need
the occasional reminder not to become so focussed on our
own specialty or discipl ine that we neglect the possibly
important perspectives of otherdisciplines. A second strength
of this book. tbr a reader such as myself, is that each of the
individual chapters provides a well-ret-erenced entrde to the
current research in that field u, hile keeping to the sofi ofstrict
length-limit that presenting the papers ar a conference im-
posed.

This brevity is also the most notable weakness of
the book. When chapters provide only a taste of the subject
without providing a meal. than one is left feeling tantalized
rather than satisfied. This was occusionally the case for me,
particularly with the chapter entitled "An Insight into Past
Climate via a Fossil Tree" by Mesut Inun.

I recommend this texthighly for libraries support-
ing undergraduate through graduate programs in ecology,
environmental studies, environmental science, ecological
history or interdisciplinary studies. Civen the diversity of

topics addressed, there are very few readers, I should think,
whowouidnot glean some new insightfromthese collected
papers, and be glad that they did. - Jonathan Frye,
Department of Biological Sciences, McPherson
College, McPherson, KS 67460.

Pol l ina t ion  Eco logy  and Evo lu t ion  in

Compositae (Asteraceae) M.S. Mani and J.M.

Saravanan.  1997.  ISBN l -886106-83-5  (c lo th

US$93.00) 160 pp. Science publishers,Inc., P.O.

Box 699, Enfield, New Hampshire 03748. -In its
thirteen chapters, this book attempts a comprehensive
review ofthe evolution ofpollination in the Asteraceae. Five
chapters are devoted to the morphology of the head,
including the florets; the stamens, styles and stigma; the
nectary; and the pappus. Numerous drawings depicting the
range ofvariation in each feature are included. Two chapters
discuss insect visitors and pollinators and others the floral
biolo-ty of and sex polymorphism in the Asteraceae. The
final chapter hypothesizes evolutionary trends.

Unfortunately, I can't recommend this book. The
writing is obfuscate, and will dissuade all but the dedicated.
Their review of pollination ecology reads as gracefully as
the Biblical begats. The text rs rite rl ith both editorial (e.g.
'the tribe Asteraceae') and factual (e.g. bees cannot see
yellow or UV light) enors. As a result, the main tenet of
the book. that the Asteraceae is supplantingbee pollination,
for which it evolved, with more eft'icient buttert'ly pollina-

t ion. is unconvincing. - Leah Larkin, University of
Texas. Austin. TX 78713-'1640

Spatial Pattern Analysis in Plant Ecol-
ogy Dale, Mark R. T.. 1999. ISBN 0-52l-15227-9
(cloth US$69.95) x+326 pp. Cambridge University
Press.40 West 20'h St. .  New York. NY l00l  l -421 l .
-Would that I had owned this book whcn I w'as a graduate

student sixteen years ago! One of my first projects was a
spatial pattern analysis of clone structure in the salt-ntarsh
cordgrass. Spn rtina alterniJlorrr. At that time ( I 983). there
were few general ret'erences on spatial statistics. tewer still
that were accessible to a beginning graduate student. and
scant techniques to apply, A protracted winter spent
attempting to write a FORTRAN program to calculate
Moran's / statistic convinced me that my best approach to
a successful dissertation lay in other directions. Spntial
Pattem Analtsis in Plant Ecology fills a much-needed
lacuna on my bookshelf: an accessible reference on how to
describe and quantify spatial pattern. Unfortunately, my
programming problem remains unsolved and awaits an
ecological entrepreneur.

Mark Dale has dedicated his entire career to the
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mechanics of quantitatively describing spatial paftem, and
this book is an excellent summary and synthesis of twenty
years ofresearch. He has organized this book into three
sections ofthree chapters each. The frrst three chapters
provide thebasic concepts ofthe book, describe appropriate
sampling methods, and present the fundamental methods
used to quantify key attributes ofspatial scale and pattem.

Subsequent sections and their corresponding chapters
really can only be appreciated after a thorough reading and
understanding ofchapter 3, in which the equations for the
analysis of spatial pattems of single species in one dimen-
sion (e.g., line transects) are presented and derived. The
second section (chapters 4-6) extends the methods de-
scribed in chapter 3 to the analysis of assemblages com-
posed of multiple species in two dimensions. Two of the
three chapters of the final section (chapters 7-8) cover
ground more familiar to plant ecologists: analysis of point
pattem (or mapped) data, and pattem on environmental
gradients (e.g., zonation). The final chapter looks forward
to more complex and yet unsolved problems in spatial
paftem analysis.
' The emphasis of all of these methods is on the

detection of the sca/e of a spatial pattem, which is defined
as the average distance between the centers of adjacent,
dissimilar phases. By u,ay of example, consider a line
transect in which you sample, in contiguous quadrats, the
presence or absence of a single species of plant. This
transect then consists of two phases, plants present or
absent, and you want to deterrnine if there is some predict-
ability (panern) to the presences and absences. To deter-
mine the scale ofthis entire transect, you could calculate the
average lineardistance betrl'een the centers ofeach string of
presences and adjacent absences (the dissimilar phases).
CIearly. the measure ofscale depends on your quadrat size
as well as the underl.ving patchiness of the system. which
itself is based on the plants' responses to environmental
(abiot ic andbiot ic) characterist ics. Scale. ofcourse. is not
limited to two-phase systems, and Dale discusses methods
for determining scale ofmulti-phase systems as well. Other
measures ofspatial pattem include: its rnrensrry(a nreasure
ofthe difference in density between different phases); its
disper.sion (arrangement ofobjects in space): and the degree
of spatial autocorrelation (spatially-dependent lack of
independence among objects in space) that it exhibits. Since
nrost plant assemblages illustrate some degree of spatial
patterning, ha., ing a quantitative description ofthis pattem
should be a prerequisite to more detailed experimental
investigations of the ecological processes determining the
pattern. Such a description should also provide a sense of
the appropriate spatial scale on which to conduct those
experiments.

Becausc of Dale's focus on analysis of pattem,
however, little space is given to a discussion ofecological
processes that could give rise to observed pattems. Dale
rightly points out the dangers of infening process from
pattem, but the absence ofan hypothesis-driven framework
for pattem description will leave many plant ecologists
puzzled as to how to proceed after they've successfully
described a given spatial pattern of interest. A notable

contrast can be found in chapter 8 (Pattem on an environ-
mental gradient). There has been a greatdeal ofexperimen-
tal work conducted on the ecological mechanisms that
determine plant distribution and abundance patterns on
environmental gradients. The rigorous, hypothesis-driven
statisticalanalyses ofthese experiments are refl ected in the
ways that Dale describes the methods fortesting to see ifthe
pattems are consistent with known processes. For re-
searchers looking to apply the methods ofthis bookto their
own experimental work, chapter 8 provides an illustrative
framework.

In sum, Dale provides an excellentoverview and
synthesis ofcurrent methods for describing spatial pattem.
The book is readable and the mathematics are approachable
(no calculus required). Spatial Pattem Analysis in Plant
Ecology should be read by all graduate students in plant
ecologytogetherwith theiradvisors. Eachofthe methods-
oriented chapters (2-8) concludes u'ith a set of concise
recommendations for appropriate analysis. Most ecolo-
gists willbe unable to follow through with these recommen-
dations. however. as software for most of the described
methods is not widely available. Most ofthe recommended
methods will require on-the-fly programming, a rapidly-
disappearing skill. Regrettably, Dale does not provide
programming examples; even pseudo-code would have
been hetpful. Within the text, only the package S-Plus
(MathSoft , lnc., Seattle, WA) is mentioned as having built-
in routines for spatial pattem analysis, and then only brielly
(basic spatial pattem statistics are also available in Systat

[SPSS, lnc.. Evanston, IL; version 8.0 and tater]).  There
is a clear opportuniry here for enterprising ecologists and
programmcrs.

ln the finalchapter. Daleprovides a look forw'ard
to the future of spatial pattern analysis. A sense of the
rapidity with which this field is evolving comes from a
re'"'iew of the bibliography: > 70% of the references date
from after I 980, with nearly halfbeing from the last 9 years.

Yet, we have no tested rnethods foranalyzing pattem in tlrree
dirnensions (e.g.. arrangement of fruits on a tree or epi-
phytes in a canopy). although Dale presents sorne good
extensions of the two-dirnensional techniques described in
earl ier chapters. Sinri lar ly. the analysis of how spatial
pattems change through tirne is in its infancy. And finally,
we are a long rvay from understanding the ecological
processes that give rise to the spatial pattems that we can
measure. Dale closes * ith a set ofquestions and hypothescs

about the interplay between pattem and process; there arc-
dozens ofdissertat ion topics in these last three pages alone.
I expect this is not the last book rr 'e u i l l  see on thc topic of

spatial pattern. - Aaron M- El l ison, Dept. of Biologi-

cal Sciences, Mt. Holyoke College, South Hadley,

MA 01075.


